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Derby resident's colorful characters teach 'reading, 'riting, 'rithmetic
By Patricia Villers
DERBY - Colorful characters created out of clay into shapes that captivate
children while teaching them reading, math, and more are the brainchild of
resident Evelyn North.
A former preschool teacher, city resident North is an artist, author, and
songwriter. She has created six SHAPELS®:
Cindy Circle, Tommy Triangle, Suzy Square, Ricky Rectangle, Otto Oval,
and Debbie Diamond.
North has written six books, one for each SHAPEL character. The books
tell stories about the SHAPELS’ adventures, and they spark the
imaginations of the reader. They are designed to be the foundation for
teaching reading, rhyming, math, music, visual/creative arts, and other
learning concepts for young children.
North brings her shapely friends to preschools, libraries, and other venues
to present educational programs.
At the end of each story are questions for parents and teaches to
pose as they discuss the story with children.
North sculpts the characters and scenes in the stories out of clay
and they are photographed for the books.
North credits her husband, Don, and son, Andy, for their support
and encouragement. “[I’m] thankful for everything Don and
Andy have done to make the SHAPELS possible,” she said.
“Andy is the one who made the website possible and [for]
getting the books and posters printed.
“He also challenged me to create new houses for the characters,
create a new train, create a SHAPELTOWN, and SHAPEL fish.
“Sometimes you need someone to challenge you to find out
what you are capable of doing. This is something I cover in my
programs. I explain to the children how Andy inspired me to
draw new things!”
She said one of her goals is to help parents realize the important
role that art and music play in their children's’ lives.
North said, ”The most rewarding part of my school program is to hear the children afterward as they talk about the SHAPELS
and try to draw characters on their own.”
The latest story, “The Magic of Friendship,” will be posted at shapels.com soon, she said.
The books may be ordered at the SHAPELS Store at www.shapels.com, at Written Words Bookstore, 524 Howe Ave., Shelton, at
the Ice Cream Shoppe, 59 Bridgeport Ave., Shelton, or by e-mailing North, (shapels@shapels.com).
Visit Shapels on Facebook here.
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Derby schools participate in 'Start with Hello' initiative
DERBY - Monday was the kickoff of National “Start with Hello’” Week.
The city’s four public schools are participating in the initiative, created by
the nonprofit Sandy Hook Promise organization. The nonprofit was started
by families who lost loved ones in the Dec. 14, 2012 shooting at Sandy
Hook Elementary School in Newtown.
The goal of “Start with Hello Week” is to raise awareness of social isolation and eliminate it. The program teaches students the
skills they need to include peers who are being isolated. Students who feel isolated can become
victims of bullying and depression, and have difficulty with
academics.
The schools have planned a variety of activities this week.
Superintendent of Schools Matthew J. Conway said in a release that
social isolation “is a growing epidemic in the United States and
within our schools.”
Here was schedule of activities Conway distributed to the media:
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